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Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

July 31, 1967 

ABSTRACT 

A test of time reversal (T) invariance in the beta decay of 

neon-19 has been performed. Delayed coincidences of the positron 

and recoil F- ion from decays in flight of an atomic beam of nuclear 

spin polarized neon-19 were recorded. From this information the time 

reversal coefficient, D, and the neutrino asymmetry coefficient, B, 

were determined. Since the final state correction to D is negligibly 

small for this measurement, one would expect D = 0 unless T is 

violated. For the V-A theory of beta decay one would expect B = - 1. 

The results of this work are: 

D = + 0.002±0.014 

B = - 0.90±0.13 

.The positron asymmetry coefficient, A, was ~asured by capturing 

polarized neon-19 in a bulb and detecting counts parallel and anti-

parallel to the spin. There was no noticeable relaxation of the spins 

in this measurement. The value for this coefficient is 

A = - 0,039±0.002 

It is customary to discuss the question of time reversal in terms 

of the phase angle, 8, between the complex vector and axial-vector 
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coupling ,constants of beta decay. Time, rev~rsal invariance implies 

'. 0 0 
that this angle be e= 0 or 180. The coefficient D is proportional 

to sin e. The quadrant may be ,determined from A + B which is propor

tional to cos e. We find that 

This is consistent with T invariance. It also adds conf;i.rmation to 

the V-A theory of weak inte:r:actions. 

. ·,' 
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INTRODUCTION 

The discovery of CPviolation in K~ qecayl has stimulated interest 

2 in the possibility of time reversal (T) violation in weak interactions 

and several experiments have been performed to test this hypothesis. 

All experimental results are consistent with T invariance. The results 

of these experiments can be written in terms of the phase angle between 

two complex form factors or amplitudes. This angle must be either zero 

degree' or 180 degrees for T invariance3,4 after one corrects for final 

state interactions. Calculation of the phase angle from measurement of 

the transverse polarization of the muon in K~3 decay yields5 e = 0.60±2.9°. 

The two form factors involved are6 f+(q2) and f-(q2) corresponding to 

6S = + 6Q . and 6S = - 6Q amplitudes. In order to obtain e one needs 

-/ + to know both the real and imaginary pa~ts of the ratio ~ = f f since 

tan e = 1m ~/Re~. The imaginary part is obtained from the transverse 

polarization experiment. The real part must be obtained from independent 
. 6a 

measurements, •. several of which disagree markedly, however. Time 

reversal invariance has also been tested in the decay AO 
-) P + 1f • 

Here, a measurement of the relative phase shift of the final state s

and p-waves giVeS7 leI < 80• 

In nuclear beta decay experiments e is the relative phase between 

the vector and axial-vector coupling constants; The shape of the beta 

decay spectrum of RaE (Bi210 ) provides a test for time reversal invari-

ance., the reliability of which is highly dependent on knowing the nuclear 
. 8 

matrix elements. The result of Daniel is Ie - 1800
1 '= 4.50±1.00. 

However, the complications of nuclear structure make this result suspect, 

and refinement of nuclear structure calculations may change it considerably. 
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9 10 . 0 0 The results of polarized neutron decay,' e;;; 175 ±6 , will be 

discussed below • .We report a tes~of.T s~etry in the-beta decay 

Ne19 ~F19 +e+ + v .(T
l

/
2

;;; 17.36 sec, Emax ;;; 2.22 MeV)11,12 with 

Q _180.20 ±1.6°. This paper is ane1liboration of a previous letter. 13 

The differential decay rate d~ for' an allowed beta transition with 

the initial and final spin = 1/2 (e.g., Ne 19 
-7 F19 and 'n ~ p) was 

14 first derived by Jackson, Treiman, and Wyld. Thefollowlng expres-

sion contains a.summatIon over the electron polarization directions. 

-'? '~~ ~ 

Hl + a ~.q + (i) '[A ~ + Bq + D(~ X q)]},. (1) 

.' Here F(+Z,E) is the Fermi function,15 p, v, and E are the momentUm 

velocity and energy respectively of the beta particle. q ;:: (E - E)/c max 

is the magnitude of the neutrino momentum and q is a unit vector in its 

direction, dO:. and dO are the differential solid angles for the electron 
e v 

and neutrino momenta, respectively, and the spin polarization of the 

initial nucleus is designated by C1>/I. In Eq. (1) and the following, 

the upper sign refers to positron emission and the lower to electron 

emission. The quantities~, A, H, and D are given by: 

~ := IcvI21(1)1
2 

+lcAI2
1(0)1

2 (2) 

A~ := j; ~ 1 C A 121 (0) 12 - .Jl13 (CVC: + CA C~)(l)(O) . (3) 

B~ = + } IcAI
2

1 (0) 12 - .[JJ3 (CVC~ + CAC~)(l)(O) (4) 

1. * cAc;)(i)(o) (5) D~ :=- (CVCA 
.[3 

, .. 

y 
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where Cv and CA are the vector and axial-vector coupling constants 

respectively and (1) and (0) are the Fermi and Grunow-Teller matrix 

. - 16 
elements respectively. For neon-19 (1) ~ 1 and (0)' ::: - L46±0.08.l7,18,19 

For the neutron decay (1)::: 1 and (0)::: ~3. The presence of terms 
-? 

'" v"'", with non-zero A and B demonstrate parity violation since I·- and I.q c 
,-? 

are odd under space inversion. Since I. (~ X q) is odd under time 
c 

reversal a non-zero D would give unequivocal indicati~n of T violation 

if the final state interact~ons could be neglected.' However, Coulomb 
-? 

'" (v",) I. - X q 
c 

even if T effects can contribute a term proportional to 

invariance holds. The Coulomb correction for D is20 

where Z is the atomic number of the daughter nucleus and Cs and C
T 

are 

the scalar and tensor coupling constants respectiveiy. For the case 

of neon-19 aZ/p ~ 1/45 on the average. The Coulomb term is further 

reduced by the ratio of the scalar coupling constant, to the vector 

coupling constant or the ratio of the tensor coupling constant to the 

axial-vector coupling constant., Measurements and calculations place 

upper limits on these ratios of2l ,22 

0.10 and = 0.025±0.006 

Inserting these numbers one gets DCoul "" 0.0016. This is negligible 

compared to our uncertainty in D of ± 0.014. Note that under the 

assumption of pure V-A coupling the Coulomb correction, vanishes to 

first order in aZ/p. A finite contribution to D from the effects of 
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weak magnetism on the final state interaction in neop-19 decay has 

recently been calculated with the results23 D. 'k ::: 0.00026 pip 
we~ . mag . max 

where Pniax is the maximum positron momenturn~ This is even smaller than 

the limits for the Coulomb correction and is negligible for our present 

experiment. 

Writing CA(O)/CV(l)::: pei8 , T invariance predicts that this ratio 

is rea13 (8 = 0° or lBOo)~. Using thi s notation it can easily be seen 

. ' 2 
that D == 2p sin 8/.[3 (1 + p ). Thus due to the sin e dependence a 

precision measurement of D would provide a sensitive test of T invariance. 

The quadrant of 8 may be determined from A + B ::: - 4p cos 8/.[3 (1 + p2). 

The most precise results from neutron beta decay experiments9,10 

are as follows: 

A(n) ::: - 0.11±0.02 

B(n) :; O.BB±0.15 

D(n) = 0.o4±0.05 

These.imply 8::: 1750 ±6° consistent with T invariance. 

, 19 19 
. We have measured B(Ne ) and D(Ne' ) and improved the measurement 

19· 17 lB 19 of A(Ne ). " This was done by producing an atomic beam of 

nuclear spin polarized neon-19 and recording delayed coincidences 

+ of e and fluorine-19- from decays in flight. Our results are: 

A(Ne19) :; - 0.039±0.002 

B(Ne19) ::: - 0·90±0.13 

D(Ne19) = 0.002±0.014 

The se imply 8 =' lBo. 20 ±1. 60 again' consi stent wi th T invariance • 

The value o'fA'quoted in Ref. 13 was taken fromRef~ 19. The value 

of A quoted here is, calculated from data obtained in the present experi~ 

mente 

'. 
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The advantages of neon-19 for thIs observation are: (1) the 

atomic ground state is spherically symmetric (180) and allows direct 

polarization of the nucleus by conventional atomic beams techniques. 

(2) For neon-19 the quantity p is given by: p = 1.62±0.0119,24 which 

gives D = 0.507 sin e. This is close to the optimum value of p = 1.0 

which gives D = 0.567 sin e.' For the neutron25 p = .:.. 2.04 and 

D = - 0.456 sin e. (3) Due to the short half life of neon-19 there 

are sufficient decays per unit length of the beam for a good counting 

rate and yet the half life is long enougQ to enable the large majority 

of the atoms to reach our beam source before decfl.ying. (4) Neon-19 

can be produced with relative ease and can be isolated efficiently and 

continuously. 

o It is worth point out that if the CP violation in K2 decay is 

due to T violation in weak interactions then one would expect: 

tan e = ~ ~ 2 X 10-3 

where ~ is the square root of the rate ratio (K~ ~2~)/(K~ ~2~) and 

the numerical value is from Christenson et aL 1 This gives e g: 0.,10
• 

The present experiments need to be improved by more than a factor of 

ten to achieve comparable sensitivity. It is obvious that efforts 

should be made to devise new methods or improve old ones in order 

to advance ~he present limits on T invariance. 
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METHOD 

The .neon-19 was produced at the Berkeley 88.., inch cyclotron from 

the reaction Fl9(p,n)Ne19 ,( see Fig. 1). From the target the neon-19 

travels to the atomic beam sourc~ and eff1,lses from the source . slit 

into the magnet .chamber. The beam is polarized in the magnet chamber 

and passes through the Quffer chamber into the detector chamber. The 

buffer chamber isolates the vacuum, system of the detector chamber from 

the vacuum system of the magnet chamber. The coefficients Band Dare 

calculated from measurements in the detector chamber. The beam termi-

nates in the asymmetry chamber where·themeasurements are used to 

monitor the beam intensity and determine the coefficient A. 
. . 19 

We use a continuous flow gas target containing SF6 gas. bombarded' 

by 15 MeV protons at typical currents of 60 ~amp. The neon-19 is 

continuously separated from the SF6 and theotherby-products.of the 

reaction in a liquid nitrogen cooled trap. Use of two such traps 

allows us to empty one into the SF6 storage tanks while the other one 

is filling. The isotope C134m (Tl / 2 = 32.4 min) is the only other 

raaioisotopeof halt' life over 2.8 sec which is produced in our target. 

It is condensed in the liquid nitro~en traps which are shielded from 

our detectors. Since the transit time from the target to the source 

is five seconds, the very short lived radioisotope decay before reaching 

the source. 
. 0 

The atomic beam source is a hollow copper block maintained at 30 K 

. through c01l1Illunication with a liquid heliwn dewar in the source chamber. 

1 The atoms in their So ground state effuse into the magnet chamber from 

a slit defined by jaws on the front of the source. The construction , 
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I!: 

~ 
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of ~he vacuum system. All chambers 

had operating pressures below 10- rom Hg. The SF6 condenses to a 
solid and collects on special shelves in the SF6 trap which increase 
the cold surface and prevent the openings from clogging. The liquid 
helium reservoir and the source block are surrounded by a copper heat 
shield that is at liquid nitrogen temperature. The needle valve near 
the target is set such that gas remains in the target approximately 
5 seconds. Some of the valves are shown and designated as IRJ. 
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of the source proh;l..bits atoms from effusing from the slit unless they 

make several colli.sions with the 'cold surfaces inside the source. 

The velocity distribution of the atomic beam is characteristic of a 

o source temperature of 30 K as determined by measuring the deflection 

pattern of the beain.(see Fig. 3)~ Due to the finite thickness of the 
, . , 

slit jaws and the insertion of corrugated foil inside the source, the 

intensity of the beam in the forward direction is increased over that 

of a cosine distribution by a factor of 15. 

It is advantageous to operate the source at the lowest possible 

temperature for two reasons: (1) The transmission factor of the 

polarizing magnet for a given polarization varies as T-l, and (2) the 

number of decays per unit length of Ne19 inth~ bea.in~aries as T- l / 2 • 

·The neon-19 that was blocked from the magnet chamber by the 

differential pumpi{.lg slit is returned to the source by a recirculation· 

loop. This enhances the beam intensity by a factor of 25 compared to 

that obtained with no recirculation. A titanium,trap, which is described 
26,' --, 

elsewhere, is used to prevent pressure rise in the recirculation loop 

caused by out-gassing and air. ;passing through the SF6 traps. Oil diffusion 

pumps in the loOp increase the number of recirculations by decreasing 

the volume pumped by the source slit to 15 cc and by increasing the 

pumping speed of the other parts of the loop. We used a I-in. mercury 

diffusion pump next to the source to avoid possible radiation damage 

which might occur in organic pump fluids in a region of high 13 and y 

radia t ion. 'I.'he It'quid he liu:mdewar is shie Ided to p~even t the neon-19 

from condensing on liquid hetium surfaces. Calculations shQwed that 
, 19 

at a temperature of approximately l8°K the time the Ne· atoms spend 
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BEAM INTENSITY IN 
ASYMMETRY COUNTERS. 
VS. COLL IMATOR 

SLIT POSITION 

.. A" magnet on 

• 310 .330 .350 .370 .390 .410 .430 

Slit position (mils) 

' • .J XBL611-I09 

Fig. 3. Experimental beam intensity profiles in the asymmetry 
bulb as a funotion of collimator setting with the deflection 
ma~et on and off. The solid curves are computed using the 
Ne 9 magnetic moment in Ref. 19 and the numbers in Tables I 
and II and Fig. 2. From the beam profiles one can determine 
the temperature of the source and the beam polarization. The 
ratio of the magnitude of the two curves in the, center is a 
sensitive measure of the beam temperature. 
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on the walls of the source block equals the time between wall collisions. 

At this temperature Cir below, the recirculation factor would be reduced 

noticeably. ' Thi s e ffec t set s a lowe r limi t for the operating beam 

temperature. 

The Ne 19 is polarized in a convent:\.onalIStern-Gerlach" magnet?? 

(see Table I). The beam 1s defined by the source s~lt, a movable 

collimating slit and a fixed exit slit. (see Fig. 2 and Table II). The 

position of the collimating slit selects either of the spin states 

M = ± 1!2. The polarization of the beam in the detector chamber is 

calc,ulated to be 85% based on measurement of the beam deflection 

pattern (Fig. 3). The polarized beam flux in the detector chamber is 

~ 4 X 106 atoms/second and the beam cross section is less than 1 cm by" 

0.25 cm. Table III gives the beam flux through all of the slits based 

on observed counting rates at a proton current of 60 IlA. 

The 'beam intensity and polarization are monitored in the asymmetry 

chamber (see Fig.' 4)" The pola.rized beam enters a cylindrical bulb 

after passing through a long narrow channel. Since the magnetic field 

is almost homogeneous over the bulb (gradient'" 1 gauss/cm) the polari-

zation is not disturbed in spite of t'he fact that the' atoms make 

approximately 4 X 104 wall collisions in the 2 seconds they spend on 

'the average in the bulb. Since ,the electronic state of neon-19 is 

spherically symmetrical only direct interactions between the magnetic 

moment of the nucleus and the magnetic fields in the walls of the bulb 

or the magnetic field gradients in the bulb can depolarize the Ne19 • 

The interactions are ineffectual as a depolarizing mechanism in the 

2 seconds due to the size of the magnetic moment of the nucleus and 

'. 
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Table I . . Deflection magnet characteristics. 

C> 

Length 100 cm 

Diameter of convex surface 1.0 cm 

Diameter of concave surface 1.27 cm 

Field at beam 11,000 G 

Gradient at beam 22,000 G/cm 

(' " 

, ,. 

'<I; 
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of neon-19 atomic beam apparatus" 
with spin and magnetic field orientations as' employed for 
"n' " I . experiment. Beam deflections and slit widths, are 
grossly exag~erated for pictorial clarity. .The centers . 
of Mr = ± 1/2 beams in;the.coincidence detector chamber 
are separated by less than O.05cm. The slits. were aligned 
first with a telescope and then with a helium beam and 
helium leak detector. 

<!-
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Width 

Height 

Length 

r 

Source slit 

0.0762 

1.25 

0.318 

Table II. Slit dimensions in centimeters. 

Collimator slit Exit slit Channel 

0.0762 0.100 0.0635 

1.00 0.635 1.00 

3·18 

'" 

Corrugated f'oil 

8 tubes of' 
radius 0.08 

0·95 

<. 

I 
t-' 

LA) 
I 
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Table III. 

Source Collimator Exit Channel slit slit slit A· 

No. of radioactive 
2.5 X 10

12 1.6 X 107 4.2 X 10
6 3.7 X 10

4 atoms per sec 
passing through 

. Solid angle 6 1.7 X 10-6 1.5 X 10-
8 . . at source 6.6 X 10-

" 

; " 
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Scintil\o..torS 

/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 

L.i9ht Pipe 
To lr055 
fhoratube 

XBL 677-4376 

Fig. 4. Diagram of the asymmetry bulb. In the course of the experiment 
we used several bulbs with different storage times but always found 
A to be the same magnitude. This indicates essentially no loss of 
polarization due to relaxation in the bulb. No special treatment 
of the surfaces was necessary to prevent spin relaxation. 
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the short length of time spent on the walls. The spin relaxation time 

can be estimated to be ~ 104 seconds. 19,24 

The polarization is monitored by looking at the sums and differences 

in ~ counts in the fore and aft directions relative to the nuclear spin 

with plastic scintillation counters. We use this data to calculate the 

electron asymmetry coefficient A defined in the Introduction. 

The coefficients D and B are obtained from measurements in the 
.. + 19-

detector chamber of delayed coincidences of e and F from decays in 

flight. A cross section of the dectector chamber norIila.l· to the beam 

direction is shown in Fig. 5 with a typical D event indicated. Since 
-; -; 

we measure r the nuclear recoil momentum rather than q the neutrino 

momentum, a substitution must be made. The D. term transforms from 
-; . 1-:71 -; 

I'(~ X q) to _..LE.l I' (.Y X -;) using conservation of momentum 
-; c -; -; I"ql c 
p + q + r ~ O. Since the beam energyis.low (~0.003 eV) compared to 

the recoil energy (~ 100 eV), the laboratory system can be taken as 

the center-of-mass system. For equal efficiencies the number of 

coincidences 6f the pair 2-a will be equal to the number of coincidences 

of the pair 2-d unless D f. O. This is because the sign of theD term 

is different for each pair. The effects from A and Bare vahishingly 

small since the nuclear spin is along the beam axi s. Due to the four-

fold symmetry of the detector bank this same scheme can be applied to 

four pairs of counters and their images. There are two identical banks 

of counters. By moving the collimator slit we can use the same detec-

tors to look at coincidences with the nuclear spin direction reversed 

and consequently for a different sign of D. Observation of correla-

tions for both orientations of nuclear spin eliminates systematic 
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Ion 
counter 

4 

Ion 
counter 

2 

I 

Positron 
counter 

I Ion 
I 
I counter 
I I 
I 

Positron 
counter 

XBL673-2444 

Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of one coincidence detector bank. The Ne19 
atomic beam moves in the + z direction along the center axis. A 
typical d-2 event is shown with p, q and ~ unit vectors in direc
tion of momentum of positron, neutrino and recoil ion, respectively. 
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errors due to differences in efficiencief) for different counter pairs~ 

(See Appendix I.) The observed counting rates show that the pairs had 

efficiencies which were close enough for our purposes. (see Table IV). 

For the D measurement the nuclear spins were adiabatically rotated 

from a transverse to a longitudinal orientation relative to the beam 

axis in a magnetic field of 100 gauss prior to entering the detector 

chamber. Coils inside the detector chamber maintained the axial field 

at about 10 gauss. This field is not large enough to affect the trajectory 

of the:'.ions, the radius of curvature of the leEj,st energetic detected ion 

being 250 cm. Large coils outside the detector' chamber cancel the earth's 

field. In the B experiment. the spins were maintained in the transverse 

orientation over the entire trajectory from deflection magnet to asym

metry bulb. (see Fig. 6). Table V gives a list of the coincidence pairs 

and their images for both the D and B measurements. 

The octagonal arrangement of the detectors minimizes any systematic 

effects due to mil:!alignment of the magnetic field inside the detector 

chamber. Since B is so large we might expect it to obscure D ~f the 

~ields were misaligned. By proper combination of the data from the 

different pairs. of counters this effect vanishes to a high order and 

is ne.gligibly small. See Appendix I. 

The positrons are emitted with an average energy of 1 MeV and a 
.. 

maximum energy of 2 •. 22 MeV. They are detected by plastic scintillators 

and phototubes with discriminators set ,to exclude those positrons with 

'~nergybelow 0,62 MeV. The ions have a maximum energy of 210 eV. 28 

Those ions which are counted arrive between 1.75 and 3.25 ~sec after 

a corresponding positron. This is equivalent to ion kinetic energies 
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Table IV. Relative efficiencies of coincidence pairs. 

Pair a-2 b-l c .. 4 d-3 a-l b-4 c-3 d-2 

North bank 0·760 0.637 0·925 0.837 0·728 0.834 0·731 1.00 

South bank 0·594 0.942 0.776 0·920 1.00 0.664 0.881 0.845 
I 

1-' 
\D 

I 
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o 
V 
<~ 

<H 

Fig. 6. Diagram showing the orientation of the nuclear 
spin in the "BII experiment for one half-beam traveling 
the length of the apparatus. 

) 
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Table V. Arrangement of coincidence pairs for "B" and "D". 

"B"t liD" 

Spin along x axis Spin along beam axis 

Pair "Image".pair Pair "Image" pair 

a-2 d-2 a-2 a-l 

b-4 c-4 b-l b-4 

* * c-4 c,..3 b-l c-3 

d-3 * a-l * d-3 d-2 

tpairs marked with * have a slightly different geometry factor GB from 

those which are unmarked. 
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in the range 50-210 eV. From the coincidence counting rate we can 

estimate 

charge. 

that . over 90% of the' final state ions have a single negative 

28 This,agrees with the results of other workers. The ions 

drift at recoil velocity in thet=lectric field free region inside the 

inner grid,(see Fig. 7). They are then accelerated through 9 kV to an 

ion.detector containing a secondary emission surface made of aluminum • 

. The secondary emission yield is '" 6 •. The secondary electrons are then 

accelerated' through 9 kV to a scintillator and phototube. This detector 

1 " "29 is described in detail e sewhere. We had to take special pains to 
o 

eliminate all dust and shield all insulating surfaces in: the high voltage 

"region, shield all corners and polish all metal sUJ;'faces to avoid voltage 

breakdown which,would produce large noise counting rates in the detectors • 
.. ' 

"Most of these problems could probably have been avoided if the spacings 

between the outer grid and the phototube assembly w~re larger. The 

efficiency Of the ion counters was about 80%.29 The typical coincidence 

counting rate was 2 counts/minute/pair. See Fig. 8 for calibration 

curves for the detectors. Figures 11 through 34 are photographs of 

the apparatus. 

. ;J 

'';'.' 
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Poaitron counter 

, Thin acintlliatar 
and light pipe 

8575 
Phototube 

~' 
I 

fNeutrino 

A lumlnum secondary 
emission surface 

- 9 kV 

Posi tron 

XBL 671-115 

Fig. 7. Schematic of detectors. Diagram is half-scale. The 
scintillators are Pilot-B and are 1.3 cm thick on the posi
tron detectors in order to stop the most energetic positrons. 
They are only 0.022 cm thick on the ion phototubes to keep 
the background to a minimum. Most of our trouble with voltage 
breakdown occurred at point labelled P between the 9-kV shield 
and the photo tube shield. 
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Fig. 8. a) Typical pulse-height calibration curve for the ion de tec
tors. A tungsten filament coated with KHF2 was inserted into the 
decay region to calibrate for K+ ions. USlng Ref. 29 this could 
be compared to F-. The discriminator was set to exclude the tube 
noise. 

XBB 677 - 4239 

Fig. 8. b) Typical pulse - height calibration curve for the positron 
detector. The peak is the internal conversion line of Ba137 at 
0.662 MeV in the decay of Cs 137 . The discriminator was set t o 
exclude positrons with energies below this peak. 

. 
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88" 935 

Fig. 11. Aerial view of the apparatus. Professor Commins, left, and 
Dr. Gibbs are standing next to the detector chamber. The asymmetry 
chamber is on the bottom of the picture. The source chamber is the 
tall tube at the top of the picture. 
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88" 934 

Fig. 12. This is a different view of the machine showing the SF6 traps 
and support in the foreground. The hydraulic lift is used to lift 
a liquid nitrogen dewar up around the traps. The components of the 
recirculation loop are barely distinguishable in front of the source 
chamber. At the right is a helium leak detector. 
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XBB 675-3122 

Fig. 13. View of the gas flow water-cooled target. 
The pressure of gas in the target was maintained 
at 2 atm. 
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XBB 675-3124 

Fig. 14. This is the grid on the target that supports the isolation 
foil. This grid is made of l/8-in. thick copper soldered to l/8-in. 
thick nickel. The nickel side faces the proton beam. The foil is 
7-mil Al plated with Ni which is resistant to corrosion by F pro
duced as a by-product. The foil must be changed between runs since 
it deteriorates under proton bombardment. 
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XBB 675-3115 

Fig. 15. Side view of the magnet chamber. The collimator slit mechanism 
is mounted on the side. The dial indicator is viewed from the control 
room through closed circuit T.V. Note that the construction of the 
magnet allowed us to place the coils outside the vacuum system. The 
platform above the buffer chamber supports the liquid helium dewar 
which supplies our helium reservoir in the source chamber. Visible 
on the left is an end view of extra Pb shielding pl aced around the 
source chamber. 
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XBB 676-3480 

Fig. 16. Detail of the collimator slit and driving mechanism. 
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XBB 675-3118 

Fig. 17. Detail of one SF6 trap. The sensors were used to test the 
nitrogen level in a liquid nitrogen dewar which surrounded the trap. 
The vapor pressure of SF6 at 77° is 10-4 mm Hg . 
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XBB 675-3128 

Fig. 18. Detail of the filament for the titanium pump. The filament 
was replaced between every run a lthough it was probably not 
necessary. 
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XBB 67S~3l29 

Fig. 19. This is the water-cooled shield for the titanium filament. 
It must be cleaned between runs since titanium which has been 
evaporated onto it tends to flake and clog the recirculation 
system. 
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XBB 675-3116 

Fig. 20. End view of the detector chamber with everything in place. 
The ion det ection boxes face out to the ion detector phototubes 
which fit on the end plate. 
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XBB 676-3477 

Fig. 21. Mock up of the components in the detector chamber showing 
ion detector phototube in place. 
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XBB 676 - 3479 

Fig. 22 . Another view of the mock up showing the ceramic feed through 
connections . Another identica l bank was used which would be located 
at the bottom of the picture. The wires for the magnet coils which 
are held at 18 kV can be seen l e ading into the center post. 
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XBB 676-3478 

Fig. 23. The same view with the cover plate on the center post. One 
of the boxes was removed. 
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XBB 676-3484 

Fig. 24. Detail of the 18-kV grid and coil forms. The coil forms 
are underneath the shield. All detected decays occur within this 
region. 
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XBB 676-3482 

Fig. 25. Detail of the ion box showing the 9-kV grid which is made 
of I-mil tungsten wire. A piece of white paper was placed in 
front of the aluminum surface in order to make the grid visible. 
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XBB 676-3483 

Fig. 26. Detail of the 9-kV shield with three ion boxes mounted. 
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XBB 675-3126 

Fig. 27. Detail of the ion phototube within its vacuum shield. 
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XBB 675-3123 

Fig. 28. Detail of the ion phototube outside its vacuum shield. The 
mu metal magnetic shield is seen at the left. 
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XBB 675-3125 

Fig. 29. Detail of the positron detector in its vacuum shield. 
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XBB 675-3130 

Fig. 30. View of the scintillator and light pipe on the positron 
phototube which is wrapped in black tape. 
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XBB 675 -3117 

Fig. 31. End view of the asymmetry chamber showing the bulb, one 
detector and the magnetic field coils in place. The coil is 
l 4-in. diameter. 
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XBB 675-3127 

Fig. 32. Detail of the asymmetry bulb. The channel was milled in 
Teflon and inserted in the opening at the right. The walls are 
2-mil Mylar. 
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XBB 675-3131 

Fig. 33. Small permanent magnet used in the asymmetry chamber to 
counteract the fringing field of the He1mho1z coils. The beam 
passes between the pole tips. 
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XBB 675- 3121 

Fig. 34. View of the e l ectronics rack located 200 feet from the 
apparatus. G. Wick is exchanging words with a colleague who 
is near the apparatus. 
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DATA COLLECTION 

The data used in the determination of D and B was collected in 

six runs of approximately 50 hours duration each. During these runs 

the nuclear spin direction was reversed every ten minutes by translating 

the collimator 0.1 cm to either side of the center axis. The collimator 

slit was positioned automatically to within ± 0.003 cm. 

Background data was taken at regular intervals in sufficient 

quantity to make statistical fluctuations in the background small. 

The largest Source of background was the radioactive neon-19 which 

was scattered out of the beam in the detector chamber o~ migrated to 

the detector chamber from the other chambers. It is indeed unfortunate 

that our counters could detect coincidences from the scattered gas 

decays four times as efficiently as for coincidences from beam decays. 

This efficiency ratio is explained in Appendix II. Thus we had to 

minimize the migration and scattering of neon-19. Tb this end we 

installed two more buffer chambers, one on each end of the detector 

chamber, with tW0:-inch diffusion pumps and differential pumping aper-

tures. We also placed additional liquid nitrogen traps on the detector 

chamber and used Vi ton O-rings without vacuum grease i~ the seventy 

O-ring grooves on the chamber. We also aligned the vital internal 

parts of the chamber to avoid mechanical scattering. After these 

precautions the scattering percentage was reduced to 6% at an operating 

pressure of l.0 X )'0- 7 mm Hg. Thi s meant that '" 24% of the coincidence 

Signal was due to scattered gas. See Appendix II for a detailed discus-

sion of the scattering correction. 
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The coincidence counts and sing~escounts were stored in various 

channels of the Nuclear Data pulse height ana)"yzer. A schematic' of 
" , . .. .' ...' .',' 

., 

the' signals of one pairpfdetectors is shown if!. Fig. 9~ •.... 
, ' " , . '~ , 

,There are a .number of checks 'Which we made. that are worthy of 

mention. (1) 'The polarIzation andintyns"ity'of the beam were continuous;ly 

. monitor,ed intheasyinIne,trychamber •. Data indi:c'ating a 10,ssof polariza-
./ .. . 

tion or intensity were$liminated ~ (2) .·The tiine of fligh.t; spectrum of '. 
, '-', - ' 

the ipns agreed very . well with 'a calculationb~'sed on th~> transition 
, - ~" ~ -" . ",' . . '-' ,.,.,', " 

probability equat~6n a~d the detector ,geometria~s ~shown. in Fig. IOc. . . ,. ' .' . . . .', 

Thi s confirms. that we ~ere ill' fact ~ouri:tin'gF:L9-; incoi:nc:l.dence, with 

a positron~ (3) The sign'Mdmagnitude,of the ,coefficient B is consis
--I,', • ".' " 1','; •. 

jbis'gave 'us assurance ..... tent wi th.b~ta de9!'\.y theory ,whichgi ves,B=,,;. L 
,"" 

that the corre6tionsto the raw data were performed 'properly. (4) The 
. -;. 

fou:r-f0:Ld symmetrY ofthe'detector'ban~sgreatly red1.lced'thepossibility 

of systematiG errcrt·s due to magnetic field ~ifla.ligninent •. ' (5 ) The reversal 
.['- ' 

of the polarizatio~provided 'by the movable ;'coJ},imatcr greatly reduced 

possible syste~a~ic errorS due to effiqiency d.ifferencesbetwe~n pairs. 

',', 
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DISC RTMI NIITDR 

OE Lily AAI/) 
C;~ TE u{{eIJI 

COINCIOlHC E 
C rf?cuLT 

INTERFAce 
VN.!'r 

NUCLe!l R. DflTfJ 
PULSE HElt;HT 

ANALYZER. 

XBL 677-4382 

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of the counting electronics. 
The delay and gate on the positron pulse is set for 
1.75-3.25 ~sec. The interface unit routes all singles 
and coincidences to specific channels in the pulse
height ana~yzer, which was used to scale all ,singles 
and coincidences in each collimator position. 
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Fig. 10. a) Experimental curve of positron..,recoil ion coincidence 
counts versus delay time, as obtained wlthfour coincidence 
pairs. , Coincidences in the range 1.75-3..25 Ilsec are used in 

'1111 '1111' , the .B· and D, experiments. 
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Fig. 10. b) This is the experimental time-of-flight spectrum 
taken with total scattered gas. It is approximately linear 
in the region of interest. 
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Fig. 10.' c) This figure shows the curve with p~per normal,iza~' 
tion and correction to 'the scattered gas c,omponent. The 
solid curve is computed from the geometry and the theoretical 
ion energy distribution as obtained from Eq. (A1) in the text • 
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RESULTS AND DATA REDUCTION 

The quantities B,and D can be extracted from the data through the 

quantity 6 which is defined as 

6 = 1: ((n'-n) 
2 n'+n x(c»O 

(6) 

where n is the corrected coincidence count of a pair and n' is that of 

its corresponding image (see Table V and Fig~ 5) and x(c) is the collimator 

position. The two terms in 6 correspond to opposite polarization. As 

is demonstrated in Appendix I this combination of data virtually elimi-

nates systematic errors due to efficiency differences in different pairs. 

The average of the 6 for all pairs employed is called ~ and Band Dare 

quite simply related to ~ by the formulae 

B = A.s(PSGB)-l (7) 

D = ~(PSGD)-l (8) 

See Appendix I for an example showing how D is related to 6. Here P 

is the polarization, P = 85%, and S = 0.80±0.05 is a correction due 

. to positron back scattering from the chamber walls and other surfaces 

30 in the detector chamber into the positron counters. The geometry 

factors GB ~ 0.56 and GD = 0.75 arise from the finite size of the 

detectors and the finite size and length of the beam. The geometry 

factors have been calculated to within a few per cent. Details of 

these corrections are contained in Appendices III and IV. There is an 

additional small correction to B due to the presence of the A term. 

This correction amounts .to about 3%. 
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Similarly for A in-the detector bulb ... of the a:symmetry chamber: 

where Nl'is the count, of one detector in the asymmetry chamber and N2 

is the count of the other. 

A = "6 (p S G ( v)r 1 
'. • A ·A A Ac . '. (10) 

The corrections 'are calculflted similarly to those ofB and D. In this 

" case we have: 

',' " 

.c 

and GA = 0.62 . 

0~95· 

Again quoting our results: 

. A(Ne 19 ) - 0.039±0.002 

B(Ne19 ) = -. 0·90±0.13 

D(Ne19 ) = + 0.002±0.014 

The uncertainty in B is due primarily to the uncertainties in P, Sand 

G. The uncertain:ty in D is due almost wholly to the statistical error 

'.in ~, which is the standard error tn the mean •. Table VI is, a I:!ummary 

of our results for D, run by run. Table VII qontains' the B data. The 

magnetic fields we.:re reversed to eliminate any systematic effects due 
>.' .j 

. to magnetic· field directions • 

The resultspf this experiment are qons.1stent with time reversal 

invariance and the V-A interaction. The final res:ult in terms of e 

as defined in the introduction ise = 1$0.20 ±1.6° • 

.... ~ . 

,: .. ' 
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Table VI. Compilation of D data. 

Magnetic field directions 

Axial field ' No. 'of 
Run Deflection in coinc. Spin polarization coinc. 
no. field detector for x(c) > 0 counts 

chamber (corrected) 

1 + x - z + z ' 3059 

2 + x + Z - z 5980 

3 - x + Z - z 5563 

4 - x - z + z 3355 

5 - x + z - z 5281 

6 + x - z + z 6889 

Total counts (corr~cted) 30127 

Weighted average 

• 

D 

+ 0.038±0.035 

+ 0.012±0.037 

- 0.022±0.028 

- 0.007±0.047 

+ o. 010±0. 031 

- 0.024±0.049 

+ 0.002±0.014 

r 
Vi 
-J 

I 



Date· of run 

10/19/66 

11/05/66 

11/10/66 

12/19/66 

12/27/66 

3/16/67 

Sum 

Weighted average 

Geometry 
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Table VII. Co~pilation qf '\ •. 

Even pairs 

No. of coinc. 
counts 

350 

739 

287 

323 

328 

1028 

3055 

'\ 

0.291 

00316 

0.358 

0.344 

00398 

0.348 

0.340 

0·585 

Odd (asterisked) 

No. of coinc .• 
counts 

417 

680 

270 

327 

347 

1096 

3137 

pairs. 

'\ 

0·386 

00353 

0.287 

0-361 

0.382 

0.389 

0.366 

0·569 

~J 
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·APPENPIX. t· 

Elimination'of Systemiitic Errors inD Due to'Magnet;tcField 
." .' - ~ 

"M:i. ~alignm~nt in the Detector Chamber and Efficiency 

Differences BetweenCoineidencePairs 

:A simplified discus~iOn. will be given to demonstrate: how the data 

is combined'to minimize slstematic .. errors on D •. ' A~sumethatthe magnetic 

field vector 'lies '.In the p~ne de:fined by the ,atomic beam -axis and the 

y-axis "in Fig. 5,Eind assuine tl1atthemagneticf:leld makesa,:small angle 

0; with the beam axis •. 'rhe nuc~ear spins will then'be misaligned by an 

arigl~ 0; in the same plane. We w111make the fOl+o~i.ng assumptions: 
. '.' ~ . . 

(1) .The detectors are pOint 'dete.ctors.(2) In thedecaycons.idered 
., •• < ••••• ,. I '.', . . • 

. :. . .' 

o '-
emitted at 135 relative to both. (3 )Orily contributions 6f B to tqe . . 

D teriu~il1 be. considered, "sinGe . "A «B and Aenpers ipto the final 

expression in the same nianneras13~ The coefficient a is negligibly 
." 28 

small. (4 ) The nuclear spin polarization is 100%_ . 
; . . " 

The following expressions are the countrat"es when the nuclear 

spinde'Viates from the. +.z d.irection by an angle 0;. The subscripts 
" . 

. '" . -. '", ". ,. ". 

refer to particular coincidence pairs> . Se~' EQr··(1)" IlndF.ig. 5. 
" 

'/: 

'."/ . 

'~ 
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W2d :::: KE 2d (1 + B Si;2
a 

+ D cos a ~) 

W K (1 B· sin a D v) 2a:::: E2a · + - cos a C 
~2 

W
1a 

::::KE (1 - B sin a + D cos a .Y) 
la .. ~2 c 

W4c :::: KE4c(1 - B 

W
3C 

:::: KE
3c

(1 + B 

sin a - D cos a .Y) c 
~2 

sin a + 

~2 
D cos a .Y) c 

D cos a .Y) 
c 

(A1) 

where W2d and E2d are the counting rate and efficiency respectively of 

the coincidence pair 2-d, etc. The factor K is a constant collecting 

all the other terms in the transition probability expression. Define 

4Rn 

Make the substitutions 

E2d-E2a :::: 0.19 
E2d+€2a 

X2 ; (Ela-€lb)/(€la+€lb) ; 0.071 

~ :::: (E4b-€4c)/(€4b+E4c) :::: - 0.052 

X4 :::: (€3c-E3d)/(€3c+E3d) :::: -0.068 

where the numbers can be calculated from Table IV. Then 

(A2) 
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4 . sin a (x2 _ X2) 
~ = Xl + X2 + X3 + X4 + B .[2 . 2 4. 

2 
B2 sin a (x + x + X +X4). + 4D cos a~c 

2 .1' 2 3 

(A4) 

By assuming sin a and X. small, all terms of lower order (i.e., B sin a, 
~ 

. BXi ) cancel exactly, terms of higher order than BXi sin2 a and Bxi sin a 

have been dropped. 

Moving the collimator position changes the direction of the nuclear 

spin to approximately the - z direction (deviating by angle a). Under 

this condition we get 

2 
B2 sin a ( ) 4 v .[2 Xl + X2 + X3 . + X4 + D co sac 

Adding the expressions for the two collimator positions gives us: 

1 . 2 
v ( . ) SIn a 

D. = Deco sa... '4 B Xl +. X2 + X} + X4 !2 (A6) 

This is the D. defined in Eq. (6) averaged oyer all pairs. Equation 

(A6) does not include factors due to the finite ~ize of the detectors, 

positron backscatter and incomplete polarization. These enter as is 

indicated in Eq. (8). Inserting into Eq. (A6) the exaggerated value 

of a = 50 and the values of Xi in Eq. (A3), the value of the correc.,. 

tion term is 0.0002. This is negligible compared to our 'error limit 

on D which is 0.014. 

• 1 

t 

, . 

i, 
! ; 

i ; 

I 
l 
I , 
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APPENDIX II 

Scattering Correction 

The largest correction to the data arises from false coincidences 

due to decays of Ne19 gas in the detector chamber but not in the beam. 

This gas component is due both to scattering of the beam by residual 

gas in the detector chamber and the migration of Ne19 from other chambers 

into the detector chamber •. We shall call this gas component IIscattered 

gas. II The gas scattering correction to the data can be determined by 

two independent procedures. 

In the first method we measure both the fraction of scattered gas 

in the chamber relative to the beam intensity and the relative efficiency 

of our detectors to detect the scattered gas component. The fraction 

of scattered gas was measured with a positron detector assembly placed 

in the vacuum system at the exhaust of the 6-in. oil diffUsion pump on 

the detector chamber. Counts were taken by this detector with the ball 

valve between the detector and asymmetry chambers both open and closed. 

In the open position the beam goes througp the detector chamber into 

. the asymmetry chamber. Only the scattered gas is exhausted from .the 

detector chamber by the 6-in. diffusion pump and is detected by the 

extra positron detector. With the ball valve closed the gas in the 

beam is scattered bac.k into the detector chamber and exhausted past 

the extra positron detector. The gas in the detector chamber is 

assumed to have the same random spatial distribution as if the beam 

were totally scattered. Thus the scattered gas fraction is the ratio 

of counts in the extra detector with the ball valve open to the counts 

with the ball valve closed. Of course the appropriate background 
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counts were subtracted before the ratio was taken. The scatter fraction 

ofneon-19 was between 5-10% depending on the pressure.in the detector 
r· : . 

chamber which was ~ri.allY'" 1.0 X 1~-7 rom Hg. With the ball valve 

closed we could take:coincidence counts of totally scattered gas. The 

counting rate. yields the relative efficiertcy of detectirig decays of 

the scattered gas. It is four times that of the efficiency of detecting 

decays. in the beam. Thus 20-40% of our coincidence counts are false 

counts due to the scattered gas. These measurements were taken at 

regular intervals during each run. 

The fact that the scattered gas is counted with an efficiency of I, 

.' 

four times that of the beam can be estimated from a simple calculation 

of the gas flow. One finds for the same number of radioactive afoms in 

the beam and the scattered gas: 

no. of detected scattered ratio = ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~= 
no. of beam 

= 
(No VD/FT) (V/VD) 

(No,e/VT ) 

where No is the number of atoms entering the detector chamber per ~econd, 

j, is the length of the beam region from which dec~ys enter the detectors, 
. . ·0· 

v is the velocity of neon-19 at 30 K, T is the mean life of neon-19, 

VD is the volume of the detector chamber, V is the volume inside the 

l8-kVgrids (the gas must decay in this volume in order for ions to 

be detected), and Fisthe effective pumping speed of the 6-in. oil 

diffusiori pump which exhausts the detector chamber through a liquid . 

nitrogen trap. We have assumed that the geometry factors are comparable 

for both types of decays.· The effective pumping speed was measured by 
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leaking gas into the detector chamber at a known rate and observing 

the pressure rise. 

Using: .e = 8.8 cm 

v = 2 X 10
4 

cm/sec 

V = 0.9 liters 

F = 500 liters/sec 

one obtains: 

ra,tio = 4.1 

We found that our final results had no strong dependence on the efficiency 

ratio for values from 3 to 5. The best agreement with the pure scatter 

data was for a value of the ratio equal to four. 

The second method for correcting ·for scattering involves measuring 

the time of flight spectrum of the ions. The time of flight spectra 

for the counts due to decays originating in the beam and for those due 

to scattered gas decays are different in shape. The total time of 

flight spectrum is a combination of these two contributions. By deter

mining the fraction of the counts in the time interval 1.75-3.25 ~sec 

which a re due to scattered gas we get an independent measure of the 

correction percentage. 'A positron detector pulse starts the time-to

height converter and a corresponding ion detector pulse stops it~ The 

spectrum is stored in a RIDL pulse-height analyzer. Figure lOa shows 

a typical experimental time-of-flight, spectrum, lOb is the spectrum of 

total scattered gas, and 10c has the scattered gas component subtracted 

out. The solid line in Fig. lOc is the theoretical curve calculated 

from the transition probability Eq. (A7). The scattered gas spectrum 

is obtained by measuring the time of flight with the ball valve on the 
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asymmetry chamber closed. The scattereq. gas correction percentage can 

be found by su¢mingthe number of counts for each component over the 

time interval 1~75-3.25 ~sec. This method gives essentially the same 

correction (20-40%) as the other, but the latter is more precise~ 

Before calculating 6, each of the coincidence counts was reduced by 

the scattering percentage appropriate to that particular run. 

Progress in eliminating the gas scattering problem was checked 

by using a helium leak detector, which was connected between runs' 

into the exhaust of the p-in~ oil diffusion pump on the detector 

chamber. We produced a beam' of helium by leaking helium gas into 

the source. The scattered gas fraction was determined with this setup 

in a manner identical to the one described above for the Ne19 beam 

with the leak ,detector playing the role of the extra positron detector.' 

Using the helium beam saved many hours of valuable cyclotron time. 

.' 

,,' 

.;', 

'."-' 



APPENDIX III 

GeometrY Factor 

The geometry correction is due to. the finite solid angles subtended 

by the detectors at the beam and the finite length of the beam over 

wl:J.ich decays are observed. Thus in order·to extract the coefficients 

Band D from L\ and en one must average the transition probability 

Eq. (1) over the surface of the positron detector, the surface of the 

ion detector, the energy of the positron and the length of the beam 

from which the decay products may enter the detectors. The integrations 

are facilitated by transforming the transition probability expression 

from the neutrino coordinates to the r.ecoil ion coordinates .. Using 

the same techniques as Ref. 31, the transition probability is propor-

tional to 

2 '" '" GE (E -E)2dEdn dn . .E -;:::;:::-:::::p~p=.=r====:;= ± 1 
o p r q .J

q2 2 2 
q [1 - (p.?) J 

where r::: - pp.r ± .J 2 2[· . ·(A ",)2]· is the recoil momentum and r .q p 1 - p.r 

is a unit vector in its direction, dnis the differential solid angle 
r 

'" of the recoil, and I is a unit vector in the direction of the nuclear 

spin. The polarization is assumed to be. complete in this expression. 

The coefficient G::: pF(Z,E)/E is tabulated as afunc.tion of p and 

. 32 
Z. The rest of the symbols were defined earlier below Eq. (1). 

Since the 1 expressions are normalized the geometry factors must be 

normalized also •. For example, if we neglect the other corrections 

t\ ::: GDD whereG
D 

equals the value of the D term integration in 
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Eq. (Ai) divided by the value of the unity term integration. It is 

similar for A ana B. The results of a numerical integration on a 

computer are,: 

For the IIBII configuration of magnetic fields, we get: 

and for the asterisked pairs in Table II: 

These geometry factors were computed to within a precision of 5%. In 

these computations it was assumed that the detectors have uniform 

efficiencies over their surfaces. There is good evidence for this 

assumption as 1s shown in Ref. 29 for the ion detectors. There was 

no noticeable change in the counting efficiency of the positron 

detector as we moved a small Cs137 source across the detector surface. 

Since A is not equal to zero and GA is not equal to zero in the 

B. configuration of magnetic fields (it is equal to zero in the D 

configuration as is GB) there is a finite contribution to B due to 

A. Due to the negative sigh of both A and B, the positron asymmetry 

reduces the magnitude of B. The correctibnis equal to 0.025 and 

must be added to B. 
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APPENDIX IV 

Backscatter Correction 

The backscatter correction is necessary because of large angle 

scattering of positrons on the aluminum in the detector chamber. These 

backsc~tter positrons can be detected and may cause false coincidences. 

For any pair N
1
!, ~Ni + Bwhere N! is the measured count, N. is the s 1 " '1 

true count and B is the backscatter count. We can assUme that the s 

number of backscatter counts is the same in all pairs since the positrons 

are emitted very nearly isotropically from the polarized nuclei. 

Neglecting background and efficiency differences between pairs, 

one obtains when combining the data from two pairs:, 

NI-N I N -N N. -N
i 

2B 
i J i J (1 - s ) , (A8) ~ 

R:: 1 ! 

N'+N I Ni +N.+213 Ni+Nj Ni+NJ i j J s 

where B «N
i and Bs « Nj • Then as defined in Eqs. (7) and (8) : s 

The backscatter coefficient, p, increases in proportion to the 

square root of the atomic number. For,aluminum30 p ~ O.198±0.o06 

for scattering off a thick layer. The backscatter calc,ulation was 

done assuming that the aluminum l8-kV coil forms and the aluminum 

9-kV shield were saturated sources of backscattered positrons. (Fig. 7). 

This is valid since the thickness of these surfaces is comparable to 

the range of the posltronf? There is little difference in S whether 
, , ' 

one, assumes anisotropic orcosinecdistrlbution of the back scattered 

positrons. Within 5% precision the integrations give 

S '= 0 • .80 
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